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Abstract:
Purpose: This paper aims to create a dedicated tool for managing the level of availability of
services delivered by critical infrastructure (CI) facilities, which will affect the Sustainable
Development Goals. The paper established a link between sustainability, Industry 4.0, and
critical infrastructure. The literature analysis has indicated that the security of Industry 4.0
is discussed almost exclusively in the perspective of cyber security.
Design/Methodology/Approach: Verification of the tool was carried out based on
simulations and computational experience using data PKN ORLEN Refinery Inc.
Findings: As a result of the work carried out, an Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure
Safety (IMCIS) was obtained, which allows us to present CI's current characteristics. It was
established that the canon of characterization of CI objects consists of a set of resources, a
set of functionalities, a set of threats, a set of safeguards, a set of threat dependencies, and a
set of dependencies of objects recognized as CI.
Practical Implications: A universal application of the IMCIS is to estimate the level of risk
before and after implementing safeguards and generating adverse event scenarios. The
identified threats are the decision-making areas of the decision problem, whose solution is
indicated by a set of safeguards reducing the risk level to an acceptable level.
Originality/Value: The solution can be used to identify a set of safeguards that, on the one
hand, will reduce the cost of the business operator to a minimum and, on the other hand,
achieve the required level of availability of CI functionality. In addition, IMCIS allows
analyzing all threats that may affect the infrastructure of Industry 4.0, taking into account
many independent decision-making centers.
Keywords: Critical infrastructure, industry 4.0, sustainability, management of safety,
adverse events scenarios.
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1. Introduction
The main ideas of Industry 4.0 were published in 2011 (Kagermann et al., 2011),
and also became a strategic initiative of the German government and was included in
the High-Tech Strategy 2020 Action Plan (Kagermann et al., 2013). Similar
strategies have also been implemented in other countries, e.g., the USA (Advanced
Manufacturing Partnership), United Kingdom (Smart Factory), or China (Made in
China 2025) (Kumar et al., 2020). Despite the fact that Industry 4.0 is one of the
most discussed topics among practitioners and scientists in the past years, no single,
commonly accepted definition of this concept has been developed (Buer et al., 2018;
Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). Researchers and practitioners have divided
opinions on which elements create Industry 4.0, how these elements are interrelated
and where Industry 4.0 applies. Regardless of the definition, the idea of industry 4.0
indicates from centralized production towards production that is very flexible and
self-controlled.
Over time, the concept of Industry 4.0 has become synonymous with the fourth
industrial revolution (Buer et al., 2018; Gierszewska et al., 2020). Kolberg and
Zuehlke (2015) present Industry 4.0 as a further development of Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and thus a network approach that complements
CIM through ICT. The integration of automation technologies supports this
approach, e.g., cyber-physical systems (CPS), collaborative robots, cloud computing,
and big data sets, with the production environment via the Internet of Things (IoT)
(Xu et al., 2018). Embedded systems, semantic machine-machine communication,
CPS, and IoT enable connection of the physical and virtual world which is the main
goal of Industry 4.0 (Xu et al., 2018). This allows connecting the entire factory into
a network, creating an intelligent environment. Therefore, Industry 4.0 is dependent
on infrastructure efficiency, which provides access to energy, water,
communications, transport, ICT networks. Part of this infrastructure is called Critical
Infrastructure (CI). The definition of CI is contingent on the legal system of states.
Regardless of the definition, CI components are exposed to different types of threats
due to human activities, natural disasters, military operations, terrorism, or
cybercrime. The efficiency of CI, measured by the availability of these facilities'
functionality, determines the sense of citizens' safety, rate of economic growth,
social satisfaction, the sovereignty of the state, and effectiveness of public
administration entities. On the other hand, the limited functionality of CI results in
economic losses, environmental pollution, and a real threat to the population's health
and life (FEMA, 2017).
The combination of AI, robotics, and other advanced technologies applied across
many sectors of the economy, e.g., the supply chain, distribution channels,
manufacturing, provides a significant impact on the natural environment leading to
reduction of pollution, decrease in greenhouse gases emission, decrease in energy
consumption and increase in profits, simultaneously. The emergence of Industry 4.0
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opens the opportunity of connectivity of technology with resources and skills in
terms of sustainability benefits (zero impact-lower cost-social equity). Industry 4.0
can reduce the environmental impact of a product, a process, or a service based on
footprint data availability and traceable analysis (Peukert et al., 2015, p. 29).
Additionally, it helps to leverage a greater efficiency of functions, e.g., reduction of
resource consumption.
Industry 4.0 as a contributor to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
(Ejsmont et al., 2020) builds connectivity between the industry and sustainability by
finding a significant relation between their components. In contrast, CI systems are
the basis for Industry 4.0. In this regard, CI does essential to economic,
environmental, and social sustainability.
CI protection procedures worldwide are a part of the crisis management process,
which definition can be found in national methodologies of crisis management. The
methods and techniques which can be found in national methodologies are
appropriate for public administrations. However, such actions will be inadequate and
cannot be applied to the operation of economic entities that possess CI items. The
application of methods and techniques related to operational risk management used
in business organizations is also inefficient for the challenges of the CI operators. CI
operators are obligated to maintain the profitability of the activities undertaken and
to generate profits.
Moreover, they must ensure the proper level of CI functionality required by society.
This situation indicates a new type of complication in management science, where
the effectiveness of action has a higher priority than their efficiency. This problem
fits into the issue of social logistics (Szołtysek, 2014). The solution requires the
adaptation of methods and techniques used in business organizations. They allow for
a formal definition of the decision-making problem, whose objective function has
two dimensions. The selection of safeguards protects against excessive loss of CI
availability of functionality and minimizing the cost of additional risk reduction
activities.
The author's main objectives were to develop an integrated model of critical
infrastructure safety (IMCIS). In this case, it is understood as a set of issues enabling
model mapping of situation of CI2, recognition of adverse events scenarios,
estimation of risk resulting from the threats to which CI is vulnerable, and
subsequently, identification of the decision problem of CI safeguards that potentially
could be applied in response to the recognized threats. IMCIS will impact the
reliability of the infrastructure for Industry 4.0, which will contribute to the
achievement of the SDGs.
2

Situation of CI - current characteristics of CI determined in the domain of resources,
functionality, threats and safeguards, including the relationship between the CI and
related facilities.
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The set goal indicates two research questions:
•
•

What issues must IMCIS integrate?
What components have to be included in CI's characteristics to ensure the
usability of IMCIS regardless of the CI type and the entity responsible for CI
protection?

2. Background
An analysis of the available literature was conducted to confirm the research gap.
The analysis included a search for available knowledge in four areas:
•
•
•
•

the link between industry 4.0 and sustainability,
the link between industry 4.0 and critical infrastructure,
protection of industry 4.0,
protection of critical infrastructure.

The literature review was done in two ways: using available review studies or using
a knowledge base review using filters composed of keywords.
Two databases were used for literature analysis: Web of Science Core Collection
(WoSCC) and Scopus, because those are the most common databases for conducting
literature searches (Joshi, 2016). These databases are also considered the two most
important multidisciplinary bibliometric databases (Van Eck and Waltman, 2017)
used for field delineation (Strozzi et al., 2017). WoSCC and Scopus are also leading
databases with significant scientific impacts characterized by a high quality of
reported documents (Powell and Peterson, 2017).
The search was limited to scientific research works published after 2011 because, in
this year, the term "Industry 4.0" was used for the first time, and the basic
assumptions of the Fourth Industrial Revolution were defined (Kagermann et al.,
2013). Only articles in English from reviewed journals were considered for further
analysis. The Scopus database contained the majority of compact studies in WoSCC
(about 70%). Therefore, the search results from the Scopus database were chosen for
further analysis. The objective was to select studies that concerned the relationship
in the indicated areas.
2.1 The Relationship between Industry 4.0 and Sustainability
The relationship between Industry 4.0 and Sustainability was established using a
review study (Ejsmont et al., 2020). The authors used Systematic Literature Network
Analysis (SLNA) (Strozzi et al., 2017; Colicchia and Strozzi, 2012) to analyze the
paper after 2011 indexed in Scopus and WoSCC databases.
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The conducted literature review indicates that the selected papers are dominated by
one subject area, engineering (80 papers). It proves that in most articles, the authors
focused on aspects related to manufacturing in which the integration of Industry 4.0
and sustainability concepts enables the creation of new engineering solutions to
achieve more sustainable and green production. The next most numerous subject
areas regarding the analyzed topic are environmental science (59 papers) and energy
(53 paperes). It may indicate that these papers concentrated on using Industry 4.0
technologies and tools to protect the natural environment, increase energy efficiency
and achieve sustainable development goals.
Next up are articles related to business, management, and accounting (46 papers),
social sciences (46 papers), and computer science (37 papers). These articles
examine the impact of Industry 4.0 on business management issues based on the
triple bottom line (TBL) framework. The impact can be measured using IT
tools/algorithms based on Industry 4.0 technologies. Other subject matters are less
numerous in terms of articles and cover many different fields (although all of them
are related to engineering and management), indicating the interdisciplinary nature
of sustainability and Industry 4.0 (Ejsmont et al., 2020).
Synergy exists between Industry 4.0 and sustainability due to digital technology.
Using Industry 4.0-technology affecting sustainability through the responsible,
effective use of resources, circular economy (CE) can be reached. The concept lying
on decentralization of manufacturing embodied in an IT technology framework was
the response to the pressure on changing conventional business models to develop
new sustainable business models (circular business model). An indispensable way to
achieve CE is based on technologies that are often successful when combined with
IoT. Industry 4.0 can act as a driver of a redesign of traditional supply chains aiming
at resource efficiency and circularity. The Industry 4.0 technologies, e.g., sensors
deployed in many machines, enable tracking production performance and product
data over the full product life cycle. Consequently, an analysis of collected data
results in productivity improvements (Ejsmont et al., 2020).
Technologies and tools can be integrated into sustainability practices on a theoretical
and practical basis. Mainly IoT, digitization, sensors, and big data could be
employed to monitor sustainability. The study confirms that IIoT is an important
element of Industry 4.0 and has an impact on sustainability. Smart technologies of
Big Data Analytics, sensors, etc., displaced conventional computer-aided
manufacturing industry to deliver tremendous business values or outcomes. On the
one hand, it provides socio-economic values; on the other hand, it creates challenges
for scientific research on the real-time speed of manufacturing data and data storage.
The application of Industry 4.0 technologies and tools efficiently should give
opportunities to manage big data (acquisition, extraction, transmission, storage). The
Industry 4.0 technologies can help to reduce both machine operational time and
waste thanks to more effective machine and resources utilization, consequently
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ensuring a cost-effective operation. Sensors used in production allow gathering a
machine's status data to analyze a load of machines, reduce downtime, and protect
products against unexpected failures that greatly impact product quality (Ejsmont et
al., 2020).
Results of the research indicate that Industry 4.0 supports the implementation of
sustainability concepts. There are no papers reporting research on reverse relations,
i.e., how selected sustainability concepts could support the implementation of
selected Industry 4.0 technologies. There is a lack of research approaching issues of
sustainability and Industry 4.0 in a comprehensive way. Frameworks exist, findings
on barriers, success factors, the state of the art of Industry 4.0 implementation in
selected economies, industries, research directions presented by researchers
(Adamiak and Nowacki, 2020; Młody and Weinert, 2020).
2.2 The Relationship between Industry 4.0 and Critical Infrastructure
A review of available studies on CI and Industry 4.0 was performed using a query of
(1). The query returned 519 papers. The areas of Engineering (232 papers) and
Computer Science (293 papers) dominated the results.
KEY (industry 4 OR i4 OR i4.0 OR industry 4.0) & (ci OR critical AND infrastructure)

(1)

A further reduction of the results obtained was made by excluding subject areas:
Mathematics, Materials Science, Physics and Astronomy, Biochemistry, Genetics,
and Molecular Biology, Chemistry, Psychology, Medicine, Arts and Humanities,
Agricultural and Biological Sciences, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Health
Professions, Immunology and Microbiology, Pharmacology, Toxicology, and
Pharmaceutics. As a result of this activity, 315 papers were selected. Articles were
included through the following process: firstly, by reading the title (all), secondly by
reading the abstract (90 articles), and thirdly by reading the full paper (21 articles).
It has been observed that works combining CI and Industry 4.0 issues appear from
2013 to 2021. It is a natural consequence of the young age of these concepts. The
analyzed research indicates that the issue of CI appears in the context of
technologies enabling the realization of the Industry 4.0 idea. However, the available
studies indicate differences between the needs of developing and developed
countries. The lack of a digital strategy alongside resource scarcity emerges as the
most prominent barrier in developed and developing economies. The influencing
barriers identified suggest that improvements in standards and government
regulation could facilitate the adoption of Industry 4.0 technologies in developing
country cases. In contrast, technological infrastructure is needed to promote the
adoption of these technologies in developed country cases (Raj et al., 2020).
Particularly many works in the area of using network technologies cyber-physical
Systems, IoT, cloud computing, Industrial Integration, Enterprise Architecture,
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SOA, Industrial Information Integration, and others (Jasperneite, 2012; Kagermann
et al., 2013; Lasi et al., 2014; Hermann et al., 2016; Moeuf et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2018; Ivanov et al., 2020).
The studies reviewed do not consider Industry 4.0 a critical infrastructure sector
from a state or societal perspective. However, the Industry 4.0 phenomenon offers
opportunities and challenges to all business models (Asif, 2020; Ghadge et al.,
2020). The available study identified 26 drivers associated with Industry 4.0 that
impact improved business process management (BPM). These drivers are presented
in an integrative framework considering BDA, CPS, and the IoT (Figure 1).
Furthermore, Industry 4.0 proposes the adoption of advanced ICT in manufacturing
to enhance manufacturing efficiency and competency. The emergence of interest in
Industry 4.0 has increased in recent years due to the belief that the current Industry
4.0 movement is marking a major turning point in history (Colombo et al., 2015).
Industry 4.0 is no longer a future trend. For many enterprises, it is now at the heart
of their strategic and research agenda (PWC, 2016). Successful Industry 4.0 relies
upon more sophisticated technologies than those that are available now.
Technologies will act as an enabler in Industry 4.0 for tomorrow's more effective
and competitive industrial ecosystems. Currently, efforts focusing on blending the
proposed capabilities of Industry 4.0 and emerging technologies are needed. With
this blending, Industry 4.0 will be able to harness the power of current and emerging
technologies to dramatically improve the complex industrial ecosystems (Xu et al.,
2018).
Figure 1. Main elements of Industry 4.0
CPS – cyber-physical
systems
IoT – internet of
things
BDA – big data
analytics
CC – cloud computing
SPS
–
smart
production
CM
–
cloud
manufacturing
3DP/AM
–
3D
printing
/additive
manufacturing
M2M – maschine to
maschine
BC – blockchain
AGV – autonomous
guided vehicles
AI
–
artificial
intelligence

provides ICT integration with physical components and
computational
is a network of objects that can communicate with each other
by ICT
refers to new techniques to storage, processing, and analyze
large amounts of data
is an ICT that provides a set of web services with resources
optimization
provides optimization and flexibility in the production process,
supported mainly by IoT and CPS
uses intense ICT, providing resources circularity and ondemand in the lifecycle of a product
provides rapid prototyping in the production process,
generating decentralized manufacturing
machines can communicate with each other and take selfdecisions according to demand patterns
distributed database that permits peer-to-peer transactions with
high-level of cryptography
driverless transport used in production systems to transfer
materials according to demand
machines and devices with intelligence to perform tasks
without or with human-interaction

Industry
4.0
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SC – smart cities

ICT that integrate human, equipment and city, intelligently,
providing sustainability

Source: Queiroz et. al., 2020, p. 1076.

In this context, Industry 4.0 and the technologies enabling its implementation may in
the future be included in the CI category, on which the proper functioning of the
economy, society, and public administration will depend (Hossain and Thakur,
2020). It is indicated by the actions of, among others, the governments of Germany
and China. In 2013, amongst one of 10 Future Projects identified by the German
government as part of its High-Tech Strategy 2020 Action Plan, the Industry 4.0
project was considered a major endeavor for Germany to establish itself as an
integrated industry leader. In 2014, China's State Council unveiled their ten-year
national plan, Made-in-China 2025, designed to transform China from the world's
workshop into a world manufacturing power (Xu et al., 2018).
Although the Third Industrial Revolution also focused on the automation of
machines and processes (Tan et al., 2010), Industry 4.0 focuses more on the end-toend digitization and the integration of digital industrial ecosystems by seeking
completely integrated solutions. Industry 4.0 comprises many complex components
and has broad applications in numerous industrial sectors. At present, one of the
challenges is making use of cutting-edge ICT and engineering technology to make
Industry 4.0 successful (Mousterman and Zander, 2016; Xu et al., 2018).
This success depends on the undisturbed functioning of dispersed Industry 4.0
components. It indicates the need for risk analysis of many dependent resources not
necessarily managed by the same operator. Identified risks require responses that
must reduce the level of risk to the overall system and take into account multiple
decision-making centers. This perspective prompts attention to the issue of Industry
4.0 safety.
2.3 The Protection of Industry 4.0
A review of available studies on models of safety Industry 4.0 was performed using
a query of (2). The query returned 2454 papers. The areas of Engineering (1430
papers) and Computer Science (1318 papers) dominated the results.
KEY (industry 4 OR i4 OR i4.0 OR industry 4.0) AND ( protection OR safety OR security OR
resilience OR vulnerability)
(2)

A further reduction of the results obtained was made by excluding subject areas:
Mathematics, Materials Science, Physics and Astronomy, Biochemistry, Genetics,
and Molecular Biology, Chemistry, Psychology, Medicine, Arts and Humanities,
Agricultural and Biological Sciences, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Health
Professions, Immunology and Microbiology, Pharmacology, Toxicology, and
Pharmaceutics. As a result of this activity, 1660 papers were selected. Articles were
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included through the following process: firstly, by reading the title (all), secondly by
reading the abstract (202 articles), and thirdly by reading the full paper (37 articles).
A literature review indicates that the main topic of current scientific discussion in the
protection area of Industry 4.0 is the issue of cyber security. It is a natural
consequence of the numerous works on network technologies enabling Industry 4.0.
An analysis of keywords showed that IoT is mentioned in 286 papers, machine
learning in 83, virtual reality in 24, cloud computing in 48, blockchain in 35, and big
data in 56. The prevalence of these issues has also been confirmed in review papers
on trends in developing technologies supporting Industry 4.0 (Wang and Hsu, 2021;
Chae and Olson, 2021; Ghobakhloo and Iranmanesh, 2021).
The work analyzed focuses on identifying the threats caused by network
technologies. The results revealed a field of study in a fledgling stage, with a limited
number of experts operating somewhat in isolation and offering single-point
solutions instead of taking an integrated, holistic approach. Key publication outlets
were identified, and the main focus of research undertaken to be in the technical
areas of smart buildings, smart industry, and environmental sustainability (Xu et al.,
2020; Furstenau et al., 2020; Kerin and Pham, 2019). For example, research findings
indicate a roadmap for designing an IoT-based smart warehouse infrastructure. The
findings of the study indicate the first critical components to design an IoT-based
smart warehouse infrastructure. Second, essential factors contribute to the successful
implementation of IoT-based smart warehouse infrastructure (Affia and Aamer,
2021).
Research conducted on Blockchain technology indicates it can contribute to the
circular economy by helping to reduce transaction costs, enhance performance and
communication along the supply chain, ensuring human rights protection, enhancing
healthcare patient confidentiality and welfare, and reducing carbon footprint. Also in
the study evaluated the challenges to blockchain implementation for the circular
economy in terms of trust, illegal activities, the potential for hacking, and the need to
address these through suitable legislation and policy development (Upadhyay et al.,
2021). Research on the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) shows that the IIoT
enablers (digital technologies, connectivity, data, capabilities, and management) are
highly related to the manufacturing network coordination mechanism. The results
indicate that IIoT initiatives and manufacturing network coordination should be
designed to support each other (Deflorin et al., 2021).
A few works present solutions as holistic cybersecurity management where the
decision-making model can select an optimal portfolio of security safeguards. All for
minimize cybersecurity investment and expected cost of losses from security
breaches in a supply chain (Stawik, 2020).
The topic of cyber security is complemented by analyses of the importance of other
technologies for Industry 4.0. For example, the importance of radio frequency
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identification (RFID) is discussed, demonstrating its growing role in the coming
years, and some specific challenges were observed and discussed (Gładysz et al.,
2021).
In addition to the challenges arising from the use of modern technologies supporting
Industry 4.0, the literature also recognizes the risks arising from the changing role of
humans in the production process. Research indicates that although automation and
assistance technologies are becoming more prevalent in production and logistics,
there is consensus that humans will remain an essential part of operations systems. It
then develops a conceptual framework that integrates several key concepts from the
human factors engineering discipline that are important in the context of Industry
4.0, and that should thus be considered in future research in this area.
The framework can be used in research and development to consider human factors
in Industry 4.0 designs and implementations systematically. It enables the analysis of
changing demands for humans in Industry 4.0 environments and contributes towards
a successful digital transformation that avoids innovation's pitfalls without attention
to human factors (Neumann et al., 2021). As a result of the research, and
organization-level maturity model was developed to optimize overall sociotechnical
work system performance in the context of rapid technological development in
manufacturing industries (Reiman et al., 2021). Study results showed that lack of
IT/digital skills has a critical role in workforce development for Industry 4.0 (Ozen
and Kazancoglu, 2021).
Consideration of the security of elements identified as essential to Industry 4.0 does
not consider all the threats to which the element of Industry 4.0 is susceptible.
Available works focus on the impact of single technologies supporting Industry 4.0
or the role of humans in the new industrial reality. There is also no consideration and
methods to consider different types of threats in the decision-making process to
reduce the risk to an acceptable level. The available work is in the form of
theoretical considerations identifying success factors or barriers to applying
technologies supporting Industry 4.0.
This observation is also confirmed in studies on cybersecurity itself. Industry 4.0
implies that cyber risks of supply chain nodes can no longer be managed in isolation;
rather, the cybersecurity investment should be addressed for the entire supply chain
(Stawik, 2020). It confirms the research gap identified in the introduction to the
paper.
2.4 The Protection of Critical Infrastructure
A review of available studies on CI was performed using a query of (3). The query
returned 2209 papers. The areas of Engineering (1281 papers) and Computer
Science (1056 papers) dominated the results.
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KEY ((critical AND infrastructure OR ci) AND protection OR safety OR security OR
resilience OR vulnerability) AND (EXCLUDE (PUBYEAR, 2000) OR EXCLUDE
(PUBYEAR, 1998) OR EXCLUDE (PUBYEAR, 1995))
(3)

Due to the intent to identify methods for CI protection, a further reduction of the
results obtained was made by excluding subject areas: Mathematics, Materials
Science, Earth, and Planetary Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, Medicine, Arts and
Humanities, Agricultural and Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, Genetics, and
Molecular Biology, Psychology, Health Professions, Immunology and
Microbiology, Nursing, Pharmacology, Toxicology, and Pharmaceutics. As a result
of this activity, 1611 papers were selected. Articles were included through the
following process: firstly, by reading the title (all), secondly by reading the abstract
(214 articles), and thirdly by reading the full paper (42 articles).
The first use of critical infrastructure was attributed to president Bill Clinton's
Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection in 1996, and the concept received
additional attention after the 9/11 attacks in 2001 (Moteff and Parfomak, 2004). The
concept is centered on the notion that CI is of essential importance for economic
security, defense of the state, and the functioning of the public. Many states have
initiated activities targeted towards CI issues, e.g., establishing the European
Program for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) in 2006 (European Union,
2006). There is no consensus on which systems should be considered as CI.
However, systems such as electrical power, transportation, health care, gas and oil,
telecommunication, transportation, banking and finance, emergency services,
continuity of government, and water supply are regularly considered as CI (Moteff,
and Parfomak, 2004; European Union, 2006; Gellerbring et al., 2014).
CI studies can be divided into two categories. The first part of the research study
critical infrastructures and their respective issues, one by one. The other part of the
research focuses on analyzing and governing critical infrastructures from a crosssector perspective. However, the focal point of this paper is the second part. Despite
their distinctive characteristics, CI cannot be managed as separate entities since they
are dependent on each other (Rinaldi et al., 2001; Johansson et al., 2015; Luiijf et
al., 2010). These dependencies are crucial to consider when performing risk
assessments (Setola nd Theocharidou, 2016; Johansson and Hassel, 2010; Haraguchi
and Kim, 2016). If an adverse event is threatening to cause cascading disruptions to
several dependent CI, it can be challenging to determine who is responsible for
implementing risk-reducing measures (Utne et al., 2011). These challenges require
CI operators to cooperate and exchange information that should be processed and
analyzed comprehensively.
However, cooperation poses a challenging task as managerial responsibilities tend to
be fragmented among many actors (OECD, 2011). Such a context necessitates the
development of approaches and frameworks that will allow mapping of CI
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characteristics, risk analysis, predicting adverse event scenarios, and proposing
actions to reduce the level of risk in a multi-actor context.
Complicating factor is the issue of confidentiality, either for national security or for
competitive reasons. Confidentiality prohibits sharing vital risk and vulnerability
information between CI operators, which hinders a comprehensive approach to
managing the security of dependent CI. This setting makes it difficult to understand
and analyze the dependent behavior of CI and how to share, communicate and
coordinate risk-related activities between key actors, which all are essential for
effective cross-sector governance and decision-making (Arvidsson et al., 2021).
In the reviewed literature, there is an evident limitation concerning the type of
infrastructure sectors being studied. CI sectors such as finance, healthcare, food
supply, public administration, safety and security, social insurance, and trade and
industry are not present or, to a small extent, only included in combination with
other sectors (3 papers). Instead, there is a clear dominance of sectors such as
transportation (19 papers), energy (23 papers), water and sanitation (15 papers), and
information and communication (7 papers). Consequently, there is a limited amount
of CI papers that focus on more than one CI sector.
The lack of fewer technological sectors in the reviewed literature poses a challenge
for attaining a more comprehensive picture of CI management and governance of
cross-sector risks. For example, excluding the healthcare, finance, or public
administration sectors is likely to overlook crosssector risks associated with these
sectors. It can, for example, lead to an underestimation of the consequences that
arise on a societal level, given CI adverse events in this sector. It is critical for CI
research to also relate to these types of sectors and their dependencies, as is
highlighted in OECDs report on governance for CI resilience (OECD, 2019).
Several articles focus on general CI topics, such as the overall strategies for
management or protecting CI (Sajeva and Masera, 2006; Brem, 2015; Brassett and
Vaughan-Williams, 2015), issues relating to the identification of CIs (Riegel, 2015;
Fekete et al. 2012) and using CI as variables for estimating the vulnerability to
flooding of various areas (Armenakis et al., 2015; Johnston et al., 2014). One way
for researchers to analyze the behavior of interdependent CIs is to use models and
simulation approaches for CI systems (Ouyang, 2014). However, these models,
simulations, and validation require data collected under a single framework.
The ability to recognize and anticipate threats towards CI entities and indicate how
to act when a threat occurs is of great practical importance. Many research initiatives
have been recently carried on:
•

the impact of CI on national security in the domains of economic
development, state sovereignty, and the increase in the population's standard
of living (Rehak, Markuci, and Hormada, 2016; Pursiainen, 2018),
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•
•
•
•
•

the mutual influence of systems of CI (Alcaraz and Zeadally, 2015;
Macaulty, 2016; Chen and Milanovic, 2017; Bloomfield et al., 2017),
dependent risk (Edi and Rosato, 2016; Pescaroli and Kelman, 2017),
methods from the domain of management science which can be adapted to
issues management of CI safety (Ouyang, 2014; Hurley, 2017; Cai et al.,
2017; Tien and Kiureghain, 2017; Johansen and Tien, 2018),
methods for exchange of information on the threats to which CI facilities are
vulnerable (Caldwell, 2015; Häyhtiö and Zaerens, 2017),
establishing a safety threshold3 for the functionality of CI facilities (Manas,
2017; Hatton et al., 2018).

However, the progress of research work in these areas is differential. Each study
covers only one or two areas related to the CI safety management process. There is a
lack of a proposal for a holistic solution that would create a set of safeguards based
on the threats to which CI is vulnerable. The majority of research only indicates the
need to develop dedicated methods and define the framework model for CI safety
management (Hofreiter and Zvakova, 2016; Häyhtiö and Zaerens, 2017).
To address the above, one necessary component is the ability to compile and analyze
a variety of data from several sectors. From a practical perspective, there is a need
for more developed standards on managing and facilitating the sharing of CI data
(Arvidsson et al., 2021).
The analyzed articles indicate that there is no universal method for analyzing or
managing CI-related risks. Instead, it is common to use a combination of methods to
address the multitude of challenges. The reason may be the lack of a model mapping
the characteristics of CI that is applicable in any sector of CI.
Another commonly available source of information on risk analysis methods and CI
protection are crisis management methodologies. The strategies undertaken to
maintain the safety of CI in many countries are defined in methodologies of risk
assessment of crisis management. Those methodologies provide knowledge about
the stages of the process of risk assessment and are a source of practical working
methods for stakeholders responsible for CI safety. According to this criterion, the
methodologies used in Poland (Kosieradzka and Zawiła-Niedźwiecki, 2017) and
those of the countries that are considered leading in this domain, i.e., Germany
(Bbk.bund.de, 2011), Sweden (Msb.se, 2012), Canada (Publicsafety.gc.ca, 2013),
USA (FEMA, 1997), Ireland (Memie, 2010), Netherlands (Preventionweb.net, 2009)
were analyzed. The criterion for selecting methodologies was built on the number of
crisis events. The countries mentioned above have dealt with and the expert
evaluation of the maturity of methodological solutions. Expert opinion was obtained
through interviews with three employees of the Government Security Center.
3

Safety threshold - a level of functionality considered by the CI operator to be enough to fulfil
the CI's duties under its commitment to society.
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The model for the methodologies mentioned above is PN-EN ISO 31000:2018 risk
management - principles and guidelines, which assumes the implementation of the
risk assessment process in three stages: setting the context, risk estimation
(identification, analysis, and evaluation), and decision on dealing with the risk.
The analysis shows that almost all methodologies start from the stage of context
setting. At this stage, the resources and threats to which they are vulnerable are
identified. An exception to this rule is the Methodology of the Netherlands and the
Methodology of Sweden. The methodology of the Netherlands' first stages is the
development of an emergency scenario. The Methodology of Sweden starts with
defining areas of responsibility and adopting the risk analysis method.
All methodologies assume implementing components of the risk assessment process
recommended by PN-EN ISO 31000:2018, i.e., risk analysis and risk estimation.
The final stage of risk assessment methodologies for the crisis management process,
which was analyzed, was to decide how to deal with the risk. This decision was
made based on results for the risk assessment stage containing the selection of
adequate safeguards to eliminate or mitigate the risk.
An analysis of seven states' risk assessment methodologies for crisis management
allowed for identifying the base stages and good practices related to CI safety
management. The analysis also indicates the lack of a single standard of conduct in
the domain of CI safety management, even though all methodologies refer to
elements of PN-EN ISO 31000:2018. The lack of a single standard may result from
the fact that the considered methodologies refer to the process of crisis management
and not directly to the process of management of CI safety. Treating the process of
management of CI safety as a part of the process of crisis management is a global
tendency, as a result of which the attention is not paid to the development of the
model of CI characteristics.
3. Research Methodology
The realization of the research goal was split into five stages, presented in detail in
Table 1.
Table 1. Stages of a research plan
Stage of research

Research methods

Analysis of issues of
CI
safety
management

Literature research
Analysis of original
sources

Determination of the
IMCIS concept

Literature research
Analysis of original
sources
Research actions

Result of the stage
Determination of stages in the methodology of CI
safety management.
Identification of good practices in the domain of
management of CI safety.
Indication of methods and techniques in the domain
of management sciences that could be applied in the
framework of CI safety management.
Identification of the set of tools used in the CI safety
management.
Development of the IMCIS concept.
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Analytical
and
experimental
validation of IMCIS
components
Integration of IMCIS
components
Verification
IMCIS
approximate
world data

of
using
real-

Research
actions
Modelling
Computational
experiments
Research
actions
Computational
experiments
Research
actions
Computational
experiments

Development of IMCIS components.

Integration of IMCIS elements.

Acknowledgment of the usability of IMCIS for
entities responsible for the safety of CI.

Source: Own elaboration.

The literature review was done in two ways: using available review studies or using
a knowledge base review using filters composed of keywords. Two databases were
used for literature analysis: WoS, CC and Scopus. The search was limited to
scientific research works published after 2001 because, in this year, the term
"Critical Infrastructure" the concept received additional attention. Literature research
in the domain of CI safety management allowed for the identification of factors
negatively affecting the liaison of CI protection entities, determining differences in
the definitions of critical infrastructure and CI protection, and the lack of a standard
of characteristics of CI.
The comparative analysis of primary sources, regulatory acts, strategies, programs,
standards, and risk assessment methodologies for crisis management allowed to
establish the fundamental stages for the process of CI safety management. The
conducted analysis of legal acts in crisis management and civil planning regulations,
considering regulations of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism, allowed to create of
the basic set of data the model of CI characteristics.
The relation between elements of IMCIS was designed using the modeling method
and computation experiments (simulations) so that the results of one stage of the
IMCIS were subsequently input data for another stage. The simulation method made
it possible to approximate the reproduction of a phenomenon or behavior of an
object by means of its model. It is a procedure in which random numbers are
generated by probability. They are assumed to be associated with a source of
uncertainty such as, for example, capital expenditures, sales revenues, operating
costs, or risks to which companies are vulnerable. The data associated with the input
variables are analyzed to determine the likely outcomes of the output variable and
the risk assigned to it (Pawlak, 2012). Simulation methods are divided into two
classes:
•
•

deterministic simulation - the random components of the model are omitted,
what in linear models- means operating on the expected values of individual
variables,
stochastic simulation - a random component and properties of its distribution
are taken into account (then an appropriate subroutine generating realization
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of a random component and taking into account real properties of its
distribution must be embedded in the computational program).
The stochastic simulation was used in the study. The use of simulations allowed the
reproduction of the CI structure. It means the developed model of CI characteristics.
It makes it possible to analyze the impact of threat materialization on the studied
objects in terms of effects and domino effect. Moreover, it is possible to check the
effect of implementing additional safeguards.
The verification of IMCIS functionality was based on the computational experiments
utilizing data characterizing PKN ORLEN Inc. refinery obtained from the Crisis
Management Plan of Płock District (Powiat-plock.pl, 2015). Information on the
structure of the investigated CI, the threats to which the considered objects are
susceptible, and the applied safeguards were obtained from the Crisis Management
Plan of Płock District. Specifically, data were extracted on the probability of threat
occurrence. Data on CI functionality performance were obtained from reports
published by ORLEN Inc (Orlen, 2016). On the other hand, the impact of threats on
the functionality of CI and the impact of additional safeguards features were
randomly generated.
The research process was complemented at various stages by the action research
method consisting of presenting the results in expert panels organized for the
research project Methodology of risk assessment for crisis management system in
Poland. The so-called experts were employees of the Government Centre for
Security. Action research is a philosophy and methodology of research generally
applied in the social sciences. It seeks transformative change through the
simultaneous process of taking action and doing research linked together by critical
reflection. Kurt Lewin described action research as comparative research on the
conditions and effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social
action that uses a spiral of steps, each of which is composed of a circle of planning,
action, and fact-finding about the result of the action (Zuber-Skerritt, Wood, 2019).
The presented case study of the IMCIS application uses the data to characterize a
Rafinery PKN ORLEN Inc. (Powiat-plock.pl, 2015). The IBM Web Sphere Business
Modeler 7.0 environment was used to execute the method of generating Adverse
Event Scenarios (AES).
4. Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety
As a result of the analysis of legal conditions governing the protection of CI, it has
been established that each facility of this type constitutes a set of resources (V)
allowing for the execution of obligations of the operator of CI, the so-called
functionalities (Ф). The characteristics of CI also include the set of threats (Z) to
which CI is vulnerable and the set of applied safeguards (M). Threats that
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materialize may be an excitation of other threats4, e.g., a technical failure may
reduce the functionality of the CI and, at the same time, cause a fire contributing to
further damages. Therefore, the characteristics of CI have to be complemented by a
set of relationships between threats (H).
There is also a dependency between the CI objects - set (G). The availability of the
functionality of CI is a requirement for the functionality of another CI5. The loss or
reduction of functionality creates conditions conducive to the threats to which other
CIs are vulnerable.
Hence, CI's situation is defined as the state of CI at a considered point of time
(determined in the domain of resources), functionality, threats, and safeguards,
taking into account the dependence on the CI under consideration CI. Based on the
above reasoning, a model of the situation of CI was created (equation 4).
<V, Ф, Z, H, M, G, T>
where:
V – considered CI,
Ф – set of CI functionalities,
Z – set of threats,
H – set of excitations of threats,
M – set of safeguards,
G – set of CI dependencies between CI entities,
T – a point of time of determining CI characterizes.
The definition of the CI situation model allows us
management of critical infrastructure safety as a set of
management functions, depending on the CI situation,
achieve the required safety threshold. IMCIS methods are
actions to improve the safety level:

(4)

to define the situation
activities in the area of
maintaining the aim to
used to establish a set of

• method of risk assessment,
• method of generating adverse event scenarios,
• method of formulation of the decision-making problem.
The indicator for IMCIS is the risk of loss of functionality expressed by equation (5).
(5)

4

Excitation of threat - occurrence of favourable conditions for the materialisation of the
threat
5
Example: The sewage pumping station needs electricity to supply the pumps to collect
waste. Breaking the catenary line causes lack of power supply to the pumps and loss of
functionality of the sewage pumping station.
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where:
α - the CI index,
β - the index of threat,
γ - the index of the functionality of the considered CI,
Rα,β - the level of risk [0..100]%,
Pα,β - the probability of β threat on the scale [0..1],
Uα,β - the CI vulnerability to β threat on the scale [0..1],
ΔΦα,γ - the effect of β threat occurrence [0..100]%,
Mα,β - the impact of security on CI's vulnerability to β threat on a scale [0..1].
The loss of CI's considered functionality is a discrete random variable with a specific
scale for each threat to which CI is vulnerable. These scales are equal to the
probability of threat which may materialize
divided by the sum of the
probabilities of the threats which affect CI (equation 6):
(6)
where:
– the level of risk of losing functionality at the considered CI,
j – number of threats to which a CI with an index α is vulnerable,
n – number of considered CI.
The knowledge of the value of the risk of loss of functionality in combination with
data coming from the model of the situation of the CI makes it possible to determine
what will be the availability of functionality when the threat occurs (equation 7):
(7)
where:
Φ(α,γ) (tn+1) - the expected level of functionality at the moment tn+1,
Φ(α,γ) (tn ) - the measured/estimated functional level at the moment tn resulting from
the Model of CI Situation,
- the level of risk of losing functionality at the considered moment tn.
The ability to estimate the availability of functionality due to the occurrence of a
threat allows us to define a strategy for dealing with the risk. The inclusion of
adverse event scenarios (AES) in the risk analysis process responds to the need of
the entities responsible for CI's safety, which have to prepare plans for responding to
threats and use the resources at the right time and place. The adverse event spreading
is due to the relationships that occur between CI or threats. Dependencies may be
determined based on expert knowledge, statistical data, process analysis, or analysis
of the models of CI situations.
The method of generating adverse event scenarios assumes two stages: developing a
system of associated critical infrastructures (SACI) and establishing a SAC
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inventory. The creation of SACI includes the development of a graphical model
(Figure 2), which consist of:
•
•

nodes that represent random variables:
o probability of the threat (symbols of rectangles),
o the vulnerability of CI to threats (ellipse symbols),
arrows connecting nodes understood as mapping the dependencies of threats
(dotted arrows) and CI's dependencies (straight arrows).

Figure 2. Example of identification of CI dependencies in the considered model

Z3,1
Z2,2

V3

Z1,1

Z1,2

V2
Z2,1

V1
Z2,3
Z1,3

Z1,4

Z3,2

Source: Own elaboration.

The development of the SACI and the use of Bayes's theory allow us to determine
the probability of a sequence of events caused by the threat's occurrence.
Establishing the level of risk resulting from the analysis of individual threats or the
AES indicates the decision-making problems of the entities responsible for the safety
of CI. The method for the decision problem developed for IMCIS is modifying the
method for analysis of interconnected decision areas (AIDA). In IMCIS, the decision
problem is understood as a set of decision areas (Zα,β) resulting from threats to which
CI is vulnerable. The decision problem's solution is to create a combination of
safeguards (Mα,β,λ elementary decisions), one for each decision area.
The relative importance of the decision-making area (Dα,β) depends on the share of
the risk associated with the considered threat in the total value of risks included in
the model of CI or AES situation (equation 8):
(8)
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where:
Dα,β – the relative significance of the decision area related to the β-index threat,
j – a number of threats to which a CI is vulnerable.
The relative importance of an elementary decision is defined as the share of the
impact of the considered safeguard in the total impact of the safeguards indicated for
the decision area Zα,β (equation 9):
(9)
where:
dα,β,λ – the relative importance of the λ elementary decision related to the threat with
an index β, to which CI with an index α is vulnerable,
mα,β,λ – the value of the increase in the resistance of the considered CI with an index
α to a threat with index β as a result of using a safeguard with index λ,
i – number of all available safeguards to the entity responsible for the safety of CI,
which can be used in reaction to a threat with an index β.
The contradiction of elementary decisions (conflict of safeguards) may result, among
others, from technical, legal, organizational, or financial obstacles. The contradiction
of elementary decisions can be used to implement the achievement of the SDGs. By
mechanism the contradiction of elementary decisions solutions with negative
environmental, economic or social impacts can be excluded. Using the AIDA
method's principles, the contradiction of elementary decisions is marked with a
continuous line connecting two elementary decisions of the decision problem
(Figure 3).
Figure 3. An example of a decision problem
Z2,1
D21 =61

Z2,3
D23 =20

M211

M231

d211 =0,73

d231 =0,64
M212
d212 =0,18

M232
d232 =0,36

M221
M213
d221 =0,25
d213 =0,09
M222
d222 =0,75

Z2,2
D22 =19

Source: Own elaboration.

The solution to the decision problem requires a cost assessment of all acceptable
solutions for the decision problem (without safeguards conflicts). The decision
problem can be presented in the form of a matrix equation (Table 2). The
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establishment of a cost assessment of the solutions to a decision problem can directly
identify the best answer to maximize or minimize the impact of safeguards. The
resolution is to decide on the highest or lowest cost rating. The cost assessment of
solutions to a decision problem does not allow for a direct indication of decisions
that fulfill the goal of maintaining functionality within the assumed range. In this
case, the obtained solutions should be substituted for the risk equation (5). Its value
calculated, and subsequently, the availability of functionality after the occurrence of
the considered threats should be estimated using equation (7).
Table 2. An example of cost estimation of solutions to a decision problem
d2,2,λ

d2,3,λ

Decision 1

d2,1,λ
M2,1,1

M2,2,1

M2,3,1

D2,β
D2,1

Decision 2

M2,1,1

M2,2,1

M2,3,2

D2,2

(M2,1,1* D2,1)+(M2,2,1* D2,2)+(M2,3,1* D2,3)
(M2,1,1* D2,1)+(M2,2,1* D2,2)+(M2,3,2* D2,3)

Decision 3

M2,1,1

M2,2,2

M2,3,1

D2,3

(M2,1,1* D2,1)+(M2,2,2* D2,2)+(M2,3,1* D2,3)

Decision 4

M2,1,1

M2,2,2

M2,3,2

Decision 5

M2,1,2

M2,2,2

M2,3,1

Decision 6

M2,1,2

M2,2,2

M2,3,2

(M2,1,2* D2,1)+(M2,2,2* D2,2)+(M2,3,2* D2,3)

Decision 7

M2,1,3

M2,2,1

M2,3,2

(M2,1,3* D2,1)+(M2,2,1* D2,2)+(M2,3,2* D2,3)

Decision 8

M2,1,3

M2,2,2

M2,3,2

(M2,1,3* D2,1)+(M2,2,2* D2,2)+(M2,3,2* D2,3)

Cost assessment

(M2,1,1* D2,1)+(M2,2,2* D2,2)+(M2,3,2* D2,3)
*

=

(M2,1,2* D2,1)+(M2,2,2* D2,2)+(M2,3,1* D2,3)

Source: Own elaboration.

5. Case study
Rafinery PKN ORLEN Inc. area (V1) includes Basell Orlen Polyolefins Ltd. (V2)
and ORLEN OIL Ltd. (V3). These facilities belong to the group of companies whose
mutual location is conducive to deepening the effects of adverse events. Due to their
mutual location, it should be assumed that the CI under consideration is composed of
these three facilities. Due to their technological processes, all three facilities are
vulnerable to three threats: fire, explosion, and environmental contamination. In
response to the threats, the operators of CI may apply similar safeguards: the facility
fire brigade, the facility security service, the facility medical service, and
environmental monitoring. The main activities of Rafinery PKN ORLEN Inc. are:
•
•
•

Φ1,1 - the processing of crude oil and production of petroleum products and
semi-finished products (refinery and petrochemicals),
Φ1,2 - storage and warehousing of crude oil and liquid fuels as well as
creation and maintenance of fuel stocks,
Φ1,3 - generation, transmission, and trade in heat and electricity.

The main activity of Basell Orlen Polyolefins Ltd. is:
• Φ2,1 - production of polyethylene and polypropylene type artificial plastics.
The main activities of ORLEN OIL Ltd. Are:
• Φ3.1 - production of base oils,
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•
•

Φ3.2 - production of paraffin gauze,
Φ3.3 - production of furfurol extract.

The situation of the CI under consideration is described in Table 3.
Table 3. Synthetic record of the situation of the Refinery ORLEN Inc., the Basell
Orlen Polyolefins Ltd., and the Orlen Oil Ltd.
Threats

of

Functionalities

Φ1,1
V1

V2

Z1,1

IN

0,7

93%

Z1,2

IN

fire

0,56

Φ1,3

93%

Z1,3

IN

-

0,81

Z2,1

IN

Z2,2
Z2,3

IN
IN

Z3,1

IN

Φ2,1

93%

93%

explosion,
environmental
contamination
fire
explosion,
environmental
contamination

-47% (Φ1,1)
-37% (Φ1,2)
-13% (Φ1,3)
-42% (Φ1,1)
-39% (Φ1,2)
-46% (Φ1,3)
-9% (Φ1,1)
-9% (Φ1,3)

0,42

-94% (Φ2,1)

0,35
0,61

-48% (Φ2,1)
-5% (Φ2,1)
-55% (Φ3,1)
-34% (Φ3,2)
-65% (Φ3,3)
-41% (Φ3,1)
-27% (Φ3,2)
-38% (Φ3,3)
-18% (Φ3,1)
-19% (Φ3,2)
-15% (Φ3,3)

0,58

Φ3,2

93%

Z3,2

IN

fire

0,52

Φ3,3

93%

Z3,3

IN

-

0,49

Vulnerability

Degree
reduction
vulnerability

Mark

Effect

Probability

Excited threat
explosion,
environmental
contamination

Φ1,2

Φ3,1

V3

93%

Type

Mark

Value
functionality

CI

Mark

of
of

Safeguards

M1,1,1 0,46

0,88

M1,1,2 0,31
M1,2,1 0,16

0,81

M1,3,1 0,16

0,31

M2,1,1 0,27
M2,1,2 0,18
M2,2,1 0,17
M2,3,1 0,52
M3,1,1 0,05

0,56
0,91
0,82
0,92

M3,1,2 0,75
M3,2,1 0,14

0,83

M3,3,1 0,26

0,36

Source: Own elaboration.

Table 4 summarizes the risk of functionality loss of the CI due to threats occurrence
to which they are vulnerable. The inherent and residual risk values have been
calculated based on equation (5). The sum of risk for functionalities carried out by
the CI has been calculated using the equation (6).
Table 4. Synthetic record of the risk of functionality loss for considered CI entities
CI
Vα

Threat
Zα,β

Probability
P

Z1,1

0,7

Z1,2

0,56

Z1,3

0,81

V1

Effect
Φα,γ
Φ1,1
Φ1,2
Φ1,3
Φ1,1
Φ1,2
Φ1,3
Φ1,1

ΔΦα,γ
47%
37%
13%
42%
39%
46%
9%

Vulnerability
Uα,β

Safeguard
Mα,β

0,88

0,77

0,81

0,16

0,31

0,16

Inherent risk
Ri
28,95%
22,79%
8,01%
19,05%
17,69%
20,87%
2,26%

Residual risk
Rr
3,62%
2,85%
1,00%
15,29%
14,20%
16,74%
1,09%
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CI
Vα

Threat
Zα,β

Probability
P

Effect
Φα,γ
Φ1,3

ΔΦα,γ
9%

Vulnerability
Uα,β

Φ1,1
Φ1,2
Φ1,3
0,45
0,17
0,52
Φ2,2

Sum of risk for
Z2,1
0,42
Z2,2
0,35
Z2,3
0,61
Sum of risk for
V2

V3

Z3,1

0,58

Z3,2

0,52

Z3,3

0,49

Φ2,1
Φ2,1
Φ2,1

94%
48%
5%

Φ3,1
Φ3,2
Φ3,3
Φ3,1
Φ3,2
Φ3,3
Φ3,1
Φ3,2
Φ3,3

55%
34%
65%
41%
27%
38%
18%
19%
15%

Safeguard
Mα,β

0,56
0,91
0,82

0,92

0,8

0,83

0,14

0,36

0,26
Φ3,1
Φ3,2
Φ3,3

Sum of risk for

Inherent risk
Ri
2,26%
50,26%
40,48%
31,13%
22,11%
15,29%
2,50%
39,90%
29,35%
18,14%
34,68%
17,70%
11,65%
16,40%
3,18%
3,35%
2,65%
50,22%
33,15%
53,73%

Residual risk
Rr
1,09%
20,00%
17,05%
18,84%
4,34%
12,43%
0,92%
17,69%
3,83%
2,37%
4,52%
14,71%
9,69%
13,63%
0,88%
0,93%
0,74%
19,42%
12,99%
18,89%

Source: Own elaboration.

The collected data allowed to development of the SACI model (Fig. 4). The
simulation of unfavorable events was based on 1000 cases of randomly chosen
excitation of threats. As a result of experiment 94, AES was generated.
Figure 4. Dependencies model of the Refinery ORLEN Inc., the Basell Orlen
Polyolefins Ltd, and the Facility Orlen Oil Ltd.
V1
Z2,3

Z3,3

G10

G15

V2

V3
G7

G13

G12

Z2,1

G9

Z3,1
G14

G8

Z2,2

G6

Z3,2

G3

G2

G11

Z1,2

Z1,3

G4

G5
Z1,1
G1

Source: Own elaboration.

An example of a decision problem resulting from the CI's situation under
consideration is the level of almost 20% risk of functionality loss Φ1,1 - the
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processing of crude oil and manufacturing products (Table 4). The risk of
functionality loss Φ1.1 is composed of risks related to threats: Z1.1 - fire (R1.1 =
1.75%), Z1.2 - explosion (R1.2 = 7.39%) and Z1.3 - environmental contamination (R1.3
= 0.53%).
For the example of the calculation, it was assumed that the Rafinery PKN ORLEN
Inc. operation is to maintain the functionality of Φ1.1 above the safety threshold
established as 90%. Assuming the risk of 9.66% of lost Φ1.1 functionality and
availability due to the occurrence of threats, Z1.1, Z1.2, Z1.3 are forecasted at 83.34%
(according to 7).
The established safety threshold and the value of the risk associated with the threats
to which CI V1 is vulnerable indicate that the decision problem has three decision
areas determined by threats Z1.1, Z1.2, and Z1.3. Using equation (8), the relative
importance of decision areas was calculated (Figure 5). To mitigate the risk of
functionality loss, the operator of CI V1 may apply additional safeguards used in the
Rafinery LOTOS Inc. (LOTOS, 2018). Among the additional safeguards available to
the operator of CI V1, no conflicting pairs were indicated (listed safeguards may be
used in any configuration).
Due to the lack of data on the effectiveness of the applied protections, their impact
on the vulnerability of CI V1 has been estimated on a scale from 0 to 1. 0 means total
lack of effectiveness, and 1 is the total resistance to the threat. Using equation (9),
the relative importance of elementary decisions was calculated (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Illustration of the considered flat decision problem
Z1,1
D11=18

Z1,3
D13=6

M113

M133

d113 =0,46

d133 =0,22
M114

M134

d114 =0,31

M132

M115
d115 =0,23

d132 =0,4
M122
d122 =0,37

M124
d124 =0,29

Source: Own elaboration.

M123

d123 =0,34

Z1,2
D12=76

d134 =0,38
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The solution to the decision problem is presented in Table 5. The analysis of the
results of the risk of functionality loss Φ1.1 and its forecast value indicates that with
the assumed aim of maintaining availability and functionality above 90%, the
operator of Rafinery PKN ORLEN Inc. may apply any combination of the
considered safeguards. Each of the possible decisions allows us to maintain the
availability of Φ1.1 functionality from 90.21% (decisions 8, 17, and 26) to 91.91%
(decisions 1, 10, and 19).
Table 5. List of decisions fulfilling the aim of the operation of the Rafinery PKN
ORLEN Inc.
Decision
Decision 1
Decision 2
Decision 3
Decision 4
Decision 5
Decision 6
Decision 7
Decision 8
Decision 9
Decision 10
Decision 11
Decision 12
Decision 13
Decision 14
Decision 15
Decision 16
Decision 17
Decision 18
Decision 19
Decision 20
Decision 21
Decision 22
Decision 23
Decision 24
Decision 25
Decision 26
Decision 27

Cost
assessment
38,8
37,72
38,68
36,52
35,44
36,4
32,72
31,64
32,6
36,1
35,02
35,98
33,82
32,74
33,7
30,02
28,94
29,9
34,66
33,58
34,54
32,38
31,3
32,26
28,58
27,5
28,46

Value of the risk of losing Φ1,1
functionality
1,09%
1,3%
1,13%
1,66%
1,87%
1,7%
2,57%
2,78%
2,61%
1,09%
1,3%
1,13%
1,66%
1,87%
1,7%
2,57%
2,78%
2,61%
1,09%
1,3%
1,13%
1,66%
1,87%
1,7%
2,57%
2,78%
2,61%

Forecasted value
functionality
91,91%
91,67%
91,87%
91,34%
91,13%
91,3%
90,43%
90,21%
90,39%
91,91%
91,67%
91,87%
91,34%
91,13%
91,3%
90,43%
90,21%
90,39%
91,91%
91,67%
91,87%
91,34%
91,13%
91,3%
90,43%
90,21%
90,39%

of

Φ1,1

Source: Own elaboration.

Novel safeguards establish the new situation of the CI (Table 6). For the threat of
Z1.1 - fire, safeguard M1.1.3 - fire-resistant linings have been added, for the threat of
Z1.2 - explosion, safeguard M1.2.2 - a system for evacuation of vapors and gases to a
gas torch has been added, for the threat of Z1.3 - environmental pollution, safeguard
M1.3.2 - monitoring of technological parameters has been added.
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Table. 6. The situation of Rafinery PKN ORLEN Inc. after adding new safeguards
CI Functionalities

Threats
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Φ1,1

93%

explosion,
Z1,1 environmental 0,7
contamination

Φ1,2

93%

Z1,2 fire

0,56

Φ1,3

93%

Z1,3 -

0,81

V1

-47% (Φ1,1)
-37% (Φ1,2)
-13% (Φ1,3)
-42% (Φ1,1)
-39% (Φ1,2)
-46% (Φ1,3)
-9% (Φ1,1)
-9% (Φ1,3)

Degree of
reduction
of
vulnerabi
lity

Mark
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M1,1,1
M1,1,2
M1,1,3
M1,2,1

0,46
0,31
0,71
0,16

M1,2,2

0,56

M1,3,1
M1,3,2

0,16
0,13

0,88

0,81
0,31

Source: Own elaboration.

6. Discussion
The conducted literature research has shown that researchers and practitioners have
divided opinions on which elements create Industry 4.0, how these elements are
interrelated and where Industry 4.0 applies. Regardless of the definition, the idea of
industry 4.0 indicates from centralized production towards production that is very
flexible and self-controlled. Kolberg and Zuehlke (2015) present Industry 4.0 as a
further development of CIM and thus as a network approach that complements CIM
through ICT. The integration of automation technologies supports this approach,
e.g., cyber-physical systems (CPS), collaborative robots, cloud computing, and big
data sets, with the production environment via IoT (Xu et al., 2018). This provides
the opportunity to network the entire factory, creating an intelligent environment.
Industry 4.0 contributes to the SDGs builds connectivity between the industry and
sustainability by finding a significant relation between their components. Therefore,
Industry 4.0 depends on the efficiency of the infrastructure that provides access to
energy, water, communication, transportation, ICT networks. Part of this
infrastructure is called critical infrastructure.
The analyzed research indicates that the issue of CI appears in the context of
technologies enabling the realization of the Industry 4.0 idea. Particularly many
works in the area of using network technologies cyber-physical Systems, IoT, cloud
computing, Industrial Integration, Enterprise Architecture, SOA, Industrial
Information Integration, and others. The available study identified 26 drivers
associated with Industry 4.0 that have an impact on improved BPM. Available
studies indicate that Industry 4.0 is no longer a future trend. For many enterprises, it
is now at the heart of their strategic and research agenda (PWC, 2016). In this
context, Industry 4.0 and the technologies enabling its implementation may in the
future be included in the CI category, on which the proper functioning of the
economy, society, and public administration will depend.
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Industry 4.0 comprises many complex components and has broad applications in
numerous industrial sectors. At present, one of the challenges is making use of
cutting-edge ICT and engineering technology to make Industry 4.0 successful
(Mousterman and Zander, 2016; Xu et al., 2018). This success depends on the
undisturbed functioning of dispersed Industry 4.0 components. It indicates the need
for risk analysis of many dependent resources not necessarily managed by the same
operator. Identified risks require responses that must reduce the level of risk to the
overall system and take into account multiple decision-making centers.
A literature review indicates that the main topic of current scientific discussion in the
protection area of Industry 4.0 is the issue of cyber security. The work analyzed
focuses on identifying the threats caused by network technologies. The results
revealed a field of study in a fledgling stage, with a limited number of experts
operating somewhat in isolation and offering single-point solutions instead of taking
an integrated, holistic approach. In addition, consideration of the security of
elements identified as essential to Industry 4.0 does not consider all the threats to
which the element of Industry 4.0 is susceptible. Available works focus on the
impact of single technologies supporting Industry 4.0 or the role of humans in the
new industrial reality. There is also no consideration and methods to consider
different types of threats in the decision-making process to reduce the risk to an
acceptable level. The available work is in the form of theoretical considerations
identifying success factors or barriers to applying technologies supporting Industry
4.0.
A few works present solutions as holistic cybersecurity management where the
decision-making model can select an optimal portfolio of security safeguards. All for
minimizing cybersecurity investment and the expected cost of losses from security
breaches in a supply chain (Stawik, 2020).
Proper implementation of Industry 4.0 enabling sustainable enterprise development
requires comprehensive identification of threats affecting a diverse set of resources
forming the required infrastructure managed by many independent decision-making
centers. Methods and models developed for CI facility management can be a
solution to this problem. In particular, solutions developed through research that
focuses on issues related to the analysis and management of critical infrastructure
from a cross-sectoral perspective are attractive. One way for researchers to analyze
the behavior of interdependent CIs is to use models and simulation approaches for
CI systems (Ouyang, 2014). However, these models, simulations, and validation
require data collected under a single framework.
This problem is solved by the Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety. By
using the research results, the model of CI situation (4) was elaborated. The CI
situation model integrates data regarding CI characterization and the existing
relations between threats and CI facilities. The model of the situation of CI was
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complemented with methods: risk estimation, generation of AES, and formulation of
a decision problem, thus creating IMCIS.
The risk estimation method uses a risk equation that provides the risk value
depending on the probability of threat occurrence, CI's vulnerability to the threat, the
effects of applied safeguards, and the effects of the threat on the considered
functionality of CI.
Utilizing the CI situation model, a method for generating the AES has been
developed, which predicts the possible consequences of the occurrence of a threat
and verify whether this model of CI situation takes into account all threats affecting
CI. The first stage of this process uses data collected in models of CI situations to
graphically illustrate random variables (probability of a threat and vulnerability of CI
to threats) and relations between CI and relations between threats. In the second
stage, SACI is implemented in a simulation tool.
Using the AIDA method and the model of CI situation, a method of formulating
decision problems was developed. This approach allows the entities responsible for
CI safety to identify the decision areas (threats to which CI is vulnerable), to define
elementary decisions for each decision area (to identify available safeguards for
responding to a threat), and to determine combinations of safeguards that fulfill the
assumed aim (keep the expected availability and functionality levels above the safety
threshold).
The presented study shows the usefulness of IMCIS for the entity responsible for CI
safety. The scope of IMCIS usage depends on the country's legal conditions that
would like to apply it. Table 6 shows a list of stages of analyzed risk assessment
methodologies for crisis management, which IMCIS could potentially support.
The use of the CI situation model makes it possible to develop the characteristics of
any infrastructure element, allowing for the implementation of Industry 4.0. Thanks
to the relations between objects data forming the infrastructure and the data on the
relations between threats, it is possible to develop a model of the entire infrastructure
of Industry 4.0 in a considered enterprise. This model allows simulations of the
domino effect caused by the materialization of a certain threat. These simulations
allow us to determine the effects of the threat and determine the risk level linked to
it. This risk level indicates the problem of decision-making areas in which it is
necessary to identify additional safeguards to reduce the level of risk (ensuring a
minimum level of availability of the object's functionality under consideration).
Consequently, the reliability of the Industry 4.0 infrastructure in the considered
company is increased, which translates into the effectiveness of sustainable
development of the enterprise.
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The Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety allows for conducting analyses
considering many independent decision-making centers, which is important from the
point of view of technologies enabling Industry 4.0.
The Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety does not solve the problem of
data sharing between decision centers. Whether for national security or competitive
reasons, the issue of confidentiality has to be addressed through other methods.
A limitation of the Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety is that it has to be
based on quantitative data. Currently, many CI operators do not have appropriate
data sets. A similar situation may occur for companies implementing Industry 4.0
ideas.
Further research is needed to adapt the structure of decision-making areas to the
requirements of Industry 4.0 and the concept of sustainable development. In
particular, the balance between sustainability and Sustainable Development Goals.
7. Conclusions
The presented study shows that IMCIS has to integrate CI site characterization, risk
assessment methods, adverse event scenario generation, and decision-making by
many independent decision centers.
As a result of conducted analyses, universal elements characterizing CI objects are:
set of CI functionalities, set of threats, set of excitations of threats, set of safeguards,
set of CI dependencies between CI entities, a point of time of determining CI
characterizes. The set of them can be freely extended to conduct detailed analyses
characteristic for the considered CI sector.
The presented study shows the usefulness of IMCIS for the entity responsible for CI
safety. The scope of IMCIS usage depends on the country's legal conditions that
would like to apply it. Table 7 shows a list of stages of analyzed risk assessment
methodologies for crisis management, which IMCIS could potentially support.
Table 7. Stages of methodologies of risk assessment for crisis management
supported by IMCIS
Methodology
Poland
Australia
Sweden
Germany
Ireland
Canada
The

Stages of methodology supported by IMCIS
establishment of context, risk analysis, risk estimation, risk assessment
establishment of context, risk identification, risk analysis, risk manipulation
risk assessment (risk identification, risk analysis), vulnerability assessment
(capability assessment, vulnerability analysis), risk manipulation
description of the area under consideration, selection of threats and description of
adverse event scenarios, impact assessment of the threat
establishment of context, risk assessment
establishment of context, risk assessment, risk manipulation
development of scenarios, risk assessment, preparation of a summary report and
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Netherlands
USA

recommendations
identification of resources, risk estimation (description of threats, classification of
threats, an indication of possible actions mitigation of risk), development of risk
mitigation plans

Source: Own elaboration.

Developed IMCIS is consistent with the conducted research on the CI protection
domain. IMCIS is a platform for their integration and a proposal for operationalizing
the concepts indicated in the work of Hofreite et al. (2016), and Häyhtiö and Zaerens
(2017). Additionally, the approach to describing the CI characteristics and
generating AES makes it possible to apply IMCIS to the management of essential
services safety, which are responsible for public safety indicated in international
legal acts (EU Journal of Laws 2016 No 194 item 1).
Developed IMCIS can be used to increase the reliability of the Industry 4.0
infrastructure of the company under consideration. Proper implementation of
Industry 4.0 enabling sustainable development of the company requires
comprehensive identification of threats affecting a diverse set of resources forming
the required infrastructure managed by many independent decision-making centers.
This problem is solved by the Integral Model of Critical Infrastructure Safety.
The use of the CI situation model makes it possible to develop the characteristics of
any infrastructure element, allowing for the implementation of Industry 4.0. Thanks
to the relations between objects data forming the infrastructure and the data on the
relations between threats, it is possible to develop a model of the entire infrastructure
of Industry 4.0 in a considered enterprise. This model allows simulations of the
domino effect caused by the materialization of a certain threat. These simulations
allow us to determine the effects of the threat and determine the risk level linked to
it. This risk level indicates the problem of decision-making areas in which it is
necessary to identify additional safeguards to reduce the level of risk (ensuring a
minimum level of availability of the object's functionality under consideration).
Consequently, the reliability of the Industry 4.0 infrastructure in the considered
company is increased, which translates into the effectiveness of sustainable
development of the enterprise.
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